
 
 

Audit & Risk Management Committee  

MEETING AGENDA  

Wednesday 29th November 2017, 14:00, CfEE Conference Room, Thurso Campus 

 

ITEM  PAPER 
   

PRELIMINARIES 
 

1. Apologies  
2. Declarations of Interest  
3. Minutes of Previous Meeting (22/08/17) ARM1117/3 
4. Actions / Matters Arising ARM1117/4 

 
ITEMS FOR DECISION 

 
5. Internal Audit Plan 17/18 ARM1117/5 
6. Audit Committee Annual Report 31st July 2017 (Draft) ARM1117/6 
   

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
 
7. Internal Audit Reports: ARM1117/7 
 - Credits  
 - Student Support Funds  
 - EMA   
8. External Auditors Report ARM1117/8 
9. NHC Risk Register (A&RM) ARM1117/9 
   

ITEMS FOR NOTING 
 
10. FOI Summary Report (July- Oct) ARM1117/10 
   
11. AOCB  
   
 Time and Date of Next Meeting: 28th February 2018, 16:00  
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Actions Arising 

 

Action Description Responsible Person 

ARM0817/01 Director of Finance and Estates to update about the status 

of the new Finance System at the next meeting. 

Director of Finance 

and Estates 

ARM0817/02 Director of Learning and Teaching to set up meeting 

between the Director of Finance and Alan Ogg to complete 

Recommendation Ref 15/04 & 16/07 of NHC Audit Action 

Plan. 

Director of Learning 

and Teaching 

ARM0817/03 Principal and Chair of the Board to discuss the self-

evaluation process of the Board. 

Principal and Chair 

of the Board 

ARM0817/04 Director of Learning and Teaching to Circulate a draft 

internal audit plan to Board Members and External 

Auditors for comments or issues. 

Director of Learning 

and Teaching 

ARM0817/05 Secretary to the Board to enquire about meeting of the 

Chairs of the A&RM Committees across the UHI family and 

press that the meeting be brought forward 

Secretary to the 

Board 

ARM0817/06 The Principal to show how to cross reference the NHC and 

UHI Risk Register where a common risk is shared and how 

to capture that risk  in our Risk Register. 

 

The Principal 

ARM0817/07 The Board Secretary to contact the Scottish Funding 

Council to clarify what the committee should do if they’re 

members do not meet the requirements laid out in the 

Terms of Reference.  

 

Board Secretary 

ARM0817/08 The Director Learning and Teaching to create a register of 

audits happening at the college so the members have 

access to all the necessary information 

The Director 

Learning and 

Teaching 

ARM0817/09 Board Secretary to Contact Director of Enterprise and 

Innovation about information on this matter to be passed 

on to Mr McGillivray. 

Board Secretary 

- Complete 

 

Actions Continuing from Previous Meetings 
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Action Description Responsible Person 

ARM0517/1  

 

Board Secretary to add any further acronyms to the list 

provided and circulate to Board Members. 

Board Secretary 

 

ARM0517/2   

 

Director of Learning and Teaching to take forward 

recommendations from Wylie and Bisset in regard to 

complying with new GDPR legislation and report on 

progress at the meeting on 29th November 2017. 

Director of Learning 

and Teaching 

 

ARM0517/04 Principal to inform the UHI Vice President (Strategic 

Harmonisation and Organisational Efficiency) of the 

challenges faced during this procurement process and 

advise that North Highland College is keen to move 

forward collaboratively 

Principal 
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Board of Management 

Title: 

 

Internal Audit Plan 2017/18 

Meeting and date: 

 

Audit and Risk Management Committee 29th November 2017 

Author: 

 

Anne Bremner, Director of Learning and Teaching 

 

Link to Strategic Plan: 

 

Yes      Aim 4 

 

Resource implications: Yes   20 days internal audit activity already contracted with TIAA.  If 

additional days audit activity requested there will be an additional 

cost.    

 

Risk assessment: Yes   Internal Auditors require to complete a programme of internal 

audit annually to be able to provide the appropriate assurances in their 

annual report which is sent to the Scottish Funding Council.   

 

If yes, please specify: 

Organisational: Governance 

Equality and Diversity 

Issues: 

None identified 

Status – Confidential / Non 

Confidential 

Non-confidential 

Freedom of Information 

Can this paper be included 

in “open” business 

Yes  

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 

 

Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice a programme of research 

(S27) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the effective conduct of public 

affairs (S30) 

☐ 
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Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the commercial interests of 

any person or organisation (S33) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐ 

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of the Data Protection Act (S38) 
☐ 

Other (Please give further details) 

 

 

☐ 

For how long must the paper be withheld? 

(Express as either the time which needs to pass 

or a condition which needs to be met.) 
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Recommendation(s) 

The Committee is asked to review the suggestions for the 2017/18 Internal Audit Plan below 

and decide the internal audit areas to be covered in 2017/18.  The committee may consider 

adding additional days of audit activity for 2017/18, over and above the contracted amount 

should it be deemed necessary. 

 

Purpose of report 

 

This paper provides Audit and Risk Management Committee with information to inform their 

decision on internal audit activity for 2017/18.   

 

Background 

 

TIAA were appointed as the college’s new Internal Auditors from 2017/18 onwards on a 3 year 

contract. The contract is for a minimum of 20 days audit activity to cover statutory student 

funding audits, follow-up audit, audit management and others determined by the college/A&RM 

in conjunction with the internal auditors.   

 

Current Situation 

 

Suggestions for the 17/18 internal audit plan have been drafted for A&RM committee to 

consider below.  This has been compiled following a review of the previous 6 years internal 

audit activity, required statutory audits and audit management requirements, recommended 

audits due to regulatory and/or sector changes and review of the college risk register.  For 

reference, the internal audit coverage for the previous 6 years is shown in a table at the end of 

this paper.  TIAA would like the college to consider a draft programme of internal audit activity 

for the full duration of the 3 year contract.  Consequently, a draft plan for 2018/19-2019/20 will 

be presented to the February 2018 A&RM committee meeting.  To inform this, TIAA have 

provided a variety of areas that should be considered within the internal audit strategy to ensure 

coverage of financial, governance, HR and IT risk over the period of the contract.   

 

The Executive Team and the Internal Auditor have held an initial discussion re potential areas 

for audit activity, over and above the required audits for Student Support Funds, Educational 

Maintenance Allowance, Credits and Follow-up.  Suggested areas for 2017/18 for 

consideration:- 

 

i. Payroll (incorporating travel and subsistence) – to review the controls in place in 
relation to payroll as well as reviewing the college’s travel and subsistence policy.  This 
key financial system has not been audited since 2011/12; 

ii. Procurement – there have been recent changes to public procurement legislation which 
place a number of duties on public bodies, including the college, in relation to its 
procurement practice.  Risk associated with non-compliance is higher whilst 
organisations work towards compliance.  This key financial system has not been 
audited since 2013/14; 

iii. GDPR – information audit only – the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
will apply from 25/5/18.  It is suggested that the college be audited fully for GDPR 
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compliance in 2018/19, but in order to assist its work in addressing the new legislation, 
that an initial information audit is carried out in 2017/18; 

iv. Risk Management – this area of governance has not been audited since 2013/14, albeit 
college practice was recorded as a strength within the recent Board Effectiveness 
review; 

v. Cybercrime– clarification on content of this audit is being requested.  The college would 
like to include some audit of staff use of social media, particularly in relation to 
communication with students; 

vi. Other possible areas to consider, not audited since 2012/13 - Human resources, 
partnership working - it is suggested that these areas may be considered within 
2018/19.  Also, as the new UHI Finance system will not be operational until July 2018, it 
would be more beneficial to wait to audit other financial control systems in year 2 or 3 of 
the internal audit contract.   

 

Internal Audit Activity – 2011/12-2016/17 

 

  
Operating Plan (No. Of days) 

System Audit Area 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Financial System Cash & Treasury Management 
  

1 
  

 

 
Fixed Assets, Estates 

Management & Inventories 

 
3 

   
 

 
Budgetary & Financial Controls 3 

    
3 

 
Purchasing & Procurement 

  
2 

  
 

 
Payroll 3 

    
 

 
Stock Control 

   
2 

 
 

 
Commercial  Income 

    
2  

Non-Financial Systems Student Records 
  

2 
  

 

 
Human Resources 

 
2 

   
 

 
Partnership Working 

 
3 

   
 

 
Strategic Planning 

   
2 

 
 

 
Marketing 

    
2  

 
Scottish Public Finance 

Manual Compliance 

   
2 

 
 

 
Health & Safety 

   
2 

 
 

 Data Protection and FOI      3 

IT  IT Systems   2    
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 Business Continuity    2   

Governance Corp Governance 2    2  

 Risk Management   1    

Required Follow Up review 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 SUMs Audit 7 7 7 7 7 7 

 SSF Audit    2 2 2 

 EMA Audit    1 1 1 

 Audit Management 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Total Days 18 18 18 23 19 19 
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Board of Management 

Title: 

 

Audit and Risk Management Committee Annual Report to the BOM 

year to 31st July 2017 

Meeting and date: 

 

Audit and Risk Management Committee 29th November 2017 

Author: 

 

Anne Bremner, Director of Learning and Teaching 

 

Link to Strategic Plan: 

 

Yes      Aim 4 

 

Resource implications: No 

 

Risk assessment: Yes   Annual report required by SFC as part of financial memorandum 

with the College Sector    

 

If yes, please specify: 

Organisational: Governance 

Equality and Diversity 

Issues: 

None identified 

Status – Confidential / Non 

Confidential 

Non-confidential 

Freedom of Information 

Can this paper be included 

in “open” business 

Yes  

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 

 

Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice a programme of research 

(S27) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the effective conduct of public 

affairs (S30) 

☐ 
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Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the commercial interests of 

any person or organisation (S33) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐ 

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of the Data Protection Act (S38) 
☐ 

Other (Please give further details) 

 

 

☐ 

For how long must the paper be withheld? 

(Express as either the time which needs to pass 

or a condition which needs to be met.) 
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Recommendation(s) 

The Committee is asked to review the draft annual report and advise of amendments/additions prior to 

submission of the report to the Board of Management meeting on 13th December.   

 

Purpose of report 

 

The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) Financial Memorandum with the College Sector sets out, among 

other things, a requirement that the Audit Committee must produce an annual report to the governing 

body of the institution.  UHI has put in place a Financial Memorandum between itself and each of the 

assigned colleges, which reciprocates this requirement.   

 

Background 

 

The paper Audit Committee Best Practice – Audit Committee Annual Reports provides guidance 

through a model template that should be adopted in the production of this annual report.  This 

guidance was noted by committee at its August meeting and if provided for reference again for this 

item.  The report has been drafted using the model template for the first time in 2017/18.   

 

Current Situation 

 

The report is in draft format and is not yet fully complete.  This is primarily a timing issue in relation to 

the draft financial accounts and external auditor management letter.  There are also sections in the 

report that the audit committee require to advise on content.  These amendments/additions will be 

made and circulated on behalf of the Chair for approval prior to submission to the Board of 

Management December meeting.   

  

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.aspx?lID=13809&sID=493
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Addressed to:    North Highland College UHI Board of Management and  

Mr Donald Macbeath, Principal 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 This annual report covers the period 1st August 2016 to 31st July 2017.  
 

2. MEMBERSHIP 
 
2.1  The North Highland College UHI Audit and Risk Management Committee membership 

varied considerably during the year to 31 July 2017. A&RM meetings are attended by the 
members of the sub-committee as appointed by the full board. 

 

Mr Blair Sandison Acting then appointed Chair of A&RM until December 2016 

when he became Chair of the Board 

Ms Shona Blance Member until Board resignation May 2017 

Mr Ryan Maclean  Chair of A&RM until resignation from position in August 2016 

Member until resignation from Board May 2017 

Mr Nicholas Harding Member from May 2017 until July 2017 (resignation from full 

Board)  

Mr Robbie Rowantree Appointed Chair of A&RM from December 2016. Member all 

year 

Mr Jim McGillivray Member from December 2016 

Mr Ryan Gow Member all year 

Mr Andrew Kerr  Member from May 2017 

 

Committee Clerk 

Nicola Dreaves Secretary to the Board of Management  

Penny Gunn  Acting Secretary until Nicola’s appointment (24/8/16) 

 

2.2  Meetings of the Audit and Risk Management committee were held on 24/8/16, 30/11/16 (joint 

with Finance & General Purposes Committee), 1/3/17 and 24/5/17.   

 

Board Member/Date of Meeting 24/8/16 30/11/16 

(&F&GP) 

1/3/17 24/5/17 

Blair Sandison √ (AC) √   

Shona Blance √ √   

Ryan Maclean  √ √  

Nicholas Harding    √ 

Robbie Rowantree  √ √ (C) √ (C) 
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Jim McGillivray   √ √ 

Ryan Gow √ √ √ √ 

Andrew Kerr    √ (VC) 

Trevor Jones (F&GP)  √ (C)   

John Perry (F&GP)  √   

Lisa Buchanan (F&GP)  √   

Nicola Dreaves (Secretary to the Board) √    

Penny Gunn (Acting Secretary to the Board) √    

 

(C) – Chair (VC) – Vice Chair  (AC) – Acting Chair  

 

 

2.3      Other persons who attend at the invitation of the Audit and Risk Management Committee 

include Donald Macbeath (Principal), Mrs Anne Bremner (Director of Learning and 

Teaching), Mr Roddy Ferrier (Director of Finance and Estates), Jason Thurlbeck Head of 

Internal Audit (UHI) and representatives from both Internal and External Auditors. Other 

relevant staff from the college may be invited to observe if approved by the Chair of the 

Board. The Board Secretary also attends every meeting, and in case of absence the 

Committee appoints a substitute.  Andrew Brawley HMIe, Education Scotland observed the 

meeting on 24/5/17. 

 

2.4   The A&RM committee experienced ongoing issues regarding membership due to Board 

member resignations and appointment of new Board members.  It has also been a challenge 

to secure a member with a financial/audit background.  This was established for part of the 

reporting year, but due to a recent resignation, the problem remains.    

 

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

3.1 The terms of reference of the Audit and Risk Management committee are as specified in the 

Code of Good Governance and in addition as specified by the Board of Management 

standing order.  Terms of reference are required to be reviewed on an annual basis and this 

will be an agenda item for the first meeting of the committee within its annual cycle.   

 

4. INTERNAL AUDIT 

 

4.1 Internal Audit Provider  

Audit & Risk Management Committee appointed internal auditors Wylie & Bisset as from 

August 2011. The contract was re-tendered after the initial 3 years and Wylie and Bisset were 

re-appointed for an initial 2-year period up to 2015/16, with the option to extend for a further 

year.  As there was no further progress on the process for the appointment of internal auditors 

due to regionalisation and the centralisation of internal audit across the region, the committee 
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agreed to extend the Wylie and Bisset contract to incorporate 2016/17.    Fees for the 

extension of the contract remained unchanged at £495 per audit day.  

 

4.2  Review of Appointment 

A public procurement exercise for the appointment of a new 3 year internal audit contract 

was undertaken between during the period March-July 2017 with the assistance of the 

college’s Procurement Manager for Advanced Procurement for Universities and Colleges 

(APUC).  A new 3 year internal audit contract for 20 days audit activity was awarded to TIAA 

Ltd, commencing 1st August 2017.  The Chair and another member of A&RM were involved in 

the process along with the Principal and Director of Learning and Teaching.   

 

4.3 Review of Internal Audit Report 

Committee reviewed the annual internal audit report for 2015/16 and were satisfied with the 

internal auditor’s overall opinion.  The annual report for 2016/17 will be reviewed in August 

2017.  All planned work was achieved with a total number of 19 days activity taking place.  

Certificates of assurance on the statutory audits (Credits, Educational Maintenance Allowance 

and Student Support Funds) were submitted to the SFC by the required dates.     

 

4.4 Review of audit risk assessment and strategy 

An internal audit operational plan for the year 2016-17 was agreed by committee, with the 

internal auditors reviewing the following areas in addition to statutory requirements: Data 

Protection and Freedom of Information, Budgeting Process and Follow-up (previous year’s 

audit recommendations).  See Appendix 1 for summary of outcomes.   Activity totalled 19 

days, comparable to last year.  20 days is planned for 2017/18, but committee may review this 

level of activity if deemed low in comparison to the sector. 

 

4.5 Review of Internal Audit reports 

Committee reviewed all internal audit reports and were satisfied with the outcomes and 
management responses to recommendations.   The Audit & Risk Management Committee 
introduced an audit action plan during session 2011-12 which contains all recommendations 
made as a result of audits undertaken by external bodies, such as the internal and external 
auditors, during each year.  Progress on recommendations is monitored at each committee 
meeting.  Audit & Risk Management Committee can advise Board Members that 3 actions 
remain partially implemented at the follow up audit, (1 low from SPFM compliance; 1 low from 
Health and Safety and 1 low from Corporate Governance), thereby outstanding at the end of 
session 2016/17. These actions are being addressed during session 2017/18.  All other 
actions from audits in the previous year (14 in total) were fully implemented and a further 2 
superseded.   
 

4.6 Other Internal Audit matters 
There were no special reports or review of VFM studies.  Did the audit committee hold one or 
more closed meetings with the internal auditors during the year? – need to confirm 

 

5.  EXTERNAL AUDIT 
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5.1  Name of Provider 

The College’s External Auditors are Ernst & Young, appointed by Audit Scotland this year for 

the accounts period to 31st July 2017 onwards for ? years, They take over from Henderson 

Loggie who audited accounts to 31st July 2016.  No representations were made to Audit 

Scotland on external auditor performance throughout the year.  Ernst and Young presented 

an audit plan for 2016/17 in May 2017.  Audit fees review – add in   

 

5.2  Details of Non-audit services provided 

Ernst and Young provided no non-audit services in the year, nor Henderson Loggie previously. 

 

5.3  Review of External Auditors Management letter 

This is currently being reviewed by Roddy and a response made with any changes felt 

necessary.  Update required 

 

5.4  Confirmation of Closed meeting between A&RM and External Auditors 
Not aware that this has happened – need to confirm 

 

6.  OTHER WORK DONE 

 

6.1  Relevant issues from annual accounts 

 To be added 

 

6.2  Review of assurances received from Management 

 To be added 

 

6.3 Review of college risk management strategy  

Risk register review - To be added 

 

6.4 Other relevant work 

 

 Review of standing orders, scheme of delegation, articles of governance etc 

Input to UHI internal audit strategy 

Training of audit committee members 

Audit Scotland fees 
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7.  OTHER ISSUES OR FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

 

7.1 Review of terms of reference at August 2017 meeting.  None other to report. 

 

8.  AUDIT COMMITTEE OPINION 

 

8.1   The committee is satisfied with the adequacy and effectiveness of the college’s arrangements 

for risk management, control and governance and the economy, efficiency and effectiveness 

(Value for money).   

 

Circulation (once approved by the Board) 

 

1. External auditors – Ernst and Young 
2. Jason Thurlbeck - Head of UHI Internal Audit  

 

 

 

Signed: 

 

 

Mr Robbie Rowantree, Chair of Audit and Risk Management Committee 

The North Highland College UHI 

 

 

Date:    December 2017 
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Appendix 1 

 

Summary of Internal Audit Reports 

 

 

Audit Area Level of Assurance 

Credits Audit 2015-16  Unqualified audit certificate, 

strong controls in place 

Educational Maintenance 

Allowance 2015-16 

Audit certificate issued, funds 

used in accordance with SFC 

guidance 

Student Support Funds  

2015-16  

 

 

Audit certificate issued, funds 

used in accordance with SFC 

guidance 

Data Protection and Freedom 

of Information 

Strong grading 

Budgeting Process Strong grading 

 

Follow-up Strong grading 

 

 

Levels of Assurance  

 

Strong Controls satisfactory, no major weaknesses found, some minor recommendations 

identified 

 

Substantial Controls largely satisfactory although some weaknesses identified, 

recommendations for improvement made 

 

Weak 

 

Controls unsatisfactory and major systems weaknesses identified that require to be 

addressed immediately 

 

 

Levels of Risk 
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High   Major weakness that we consider needs to be brought to the 

attention of the Audit Committee and addressed by senior management of the 

College as a matter of urgency. 

 

Medium  Significant issue or weakness which should be addressed by 

the College as soon as possible. 

 

Low   Minor issue or weakness reported where management may wish to 

   consider our recommendation. 



 
Internal Audit 

 

  

September 2017 FINAL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

North Highland College 

Credits Audit 

2017/18 

 



 

North Highland College 

Credits Audit 2017/18 
 

  

Page 1 

 

Executive Summary 

 

OVERALL ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT OVERALL CONCLUSION 

 

SITS is used for recording course and student information. From this 

reports are generated and reconciliations can also be undertaken to 

confirm accuracy of reporting. 

Programmes were found to have been correctly categorised in terms of 

attendance type and classification. 

Appropriate processes are in place for administering student enrolment, 

attendance and withdrawals. 

Non-fundable students and programmes were correctly omitted from the 

credits calculations. 

From sample testing one instance was identified where there was no 

evidence available to demonstrate continued attendance/contact by the 

student beyond the ‘required date’. 
 

SCOPE ACTION POINTS 

This review assessed the controls the College has in place to ensure the accuracy of 

the FES return and looked to confirm that the return has been properly compiled from 

the relevant student records and the College has adhered to the relevant guidance 

notes on collection of student activity data issued by the Scottish Funding Council.  

As the credits return for North Highland College includes student activity data for North 

Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College all three were 

considered as part of this review. 

Urgent Important Routine Operational 

0 0 1 0 
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Credits Audit 2017/18 

 

            
      PRIORITY GRADINGS      

1 URGENT 
Fundamental control issue on which 
action should be taken immediately. 

 2 IMPORTANT 
Control issue on which action should 
be taken at the earliest opportunity. 

 3 ROUTINE 
Control issue on which action should be 
taken. 
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Management Action Plan - Priority 1, 2 and 3 Recommendations 
 

Rec. Risk Area Finding Recommendation Priority Management 

Comments 

Implementation 

Timetable 

(dd/mm/yy) 

Responsible 

Officer 

(Job Title) 

1 Compliance From review of a sample of 8 students 

who were undertaking open/distance 

learning courses it was found that in one 

instance there was no evidence of 

ongoing attendance or contact with the 

student to confirm that the student 

attended beyond their required date. 

The student in question had attended 

West Highland College and one credit 

was claimed in respect of this student. 

Tutors be reminded of the need to 

maintain records of contact with 

students who are undertaking 

distance learning courses to provide 

evidence of ongoing participation in 

the course and ensure credits for 

open/distance learning courses are 

only claimed where students attend 

beyond their required date. 

3 Recommendation accepted - it is 

noted this was an issue with one 

member of staff in one of our partner 

colleges.  NHC will liaise with Argyll 

College and West Highland College 

and ask that the recommendation is 

acted upon with specific staff. An 

email will also be issued to all NHC 

staff reminding them of the 

requirement to retain contact logs 

with distance learning students. 

13/10/17 Admissions 

and Registry 

Team 

Leader 
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Operational Effectiveness Matters need to be considered as part of management review of procedures, rather than on a one-by-one basis 
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Operational Effectiveness Matters 
 

Ref Risk Area Item Management 

Comments 

No Operational Effectiveness Matters identified.  
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Detailed Findings 
 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This review was carried out in September 2017 as part of the planned internal audit work for 2017/18. Based on the work carried out an overall assessment of the 

overall adequacy of the arrangements to mitigate the key control risk areas is provided in the Executive Summary. 

MATERIALITY  

2. The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) provides grants to colleges who undertake to deliver a specified volume of activity measured in credits, with specifications given 

regarding eligibility for credit funding and the programmes and students eligible for credit funding. The funding is provided to colleges to help improve the employment 

prospects and/or personal progression of students. As part of the conditions of funding, colleges are required to provide a further education statistical (FES) return, 

a college certificate and source an independent audit reviewing the adequacy of the college’s systems, procedures and controls for the completion of the FES return 

and the accuracy of the FES return. 

KEY FINDINGS & ACTION POINTS 

3. The key control and operational practice findings that need to be addressed in order to strengthen the control environment are set out in the Management and 

Operational Effectiveness Action Plans. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed for their full impact before they are implemented. 

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE REVIEW 

Scope 

4. This review assessed the controls the College has in place to ensure the accuracy of the FES return and looked to confirm that the return has been properly compiled 

from the relevant student records and the College has adhered to the relevant guidance notes on collection of student activity data issued by the SFC.  As the credits 

return for North Highland College includes student activity data for North Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College all three were considered as 

part of this review. 

5. The total budget allocated to this assignment was five days and the audit was undertaken by Louise Carmichael CPFA, Senior Audit Manager and reviewed by Gill 

Callaghan CMIIA, Director of Audit. 

6. The definition of the type of review, the limitations and the responsibilities of management in regard to this review are set out in the Annual Plan. 
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DISCLAIMER 

7. The matters raised in this report are only those that came to the attention of the auditor during the course of the internal audit review and are not necessarily a 

comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all the improvements that might be made. This report has been prepared solely for management's use 

and must not be recited or referred to in whole or in part to third parties without our prior written consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report 

has not been prepared, and is not intended, for any other purpose. TIAA neither owes nor accepts any duty of care to any other party who may receive this report 

and specifically disclaims any liability for loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature, which is caused by their reliance on our report. 

RISK AREA ASSURANCE ASSESSMENTS 

8. The definitions of the assurance assessments are: 

Substantial Assurance From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with. 

Reasonable Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with, although the evidence to support the processing of the 

transactions could be more robust. 

Limited Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is not being continuously complied with. Significant improvements in the 

processing of transactions are required. 

No Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions there is a fundamental breakdown or absence of compliance with the approved policy and procedure. 

Immediate action is required to improve the adequacy and effectiveness of controls. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

9. We would like to thank staff for their co-operation and assistance during the course of our work. 

RELEASE OF REPORT 

10. The table below sets out the history of this report. 

Date draft report issued: 25th September 2017  

Date management responses received: 26th September 2017  

Date final report issued: 28th September 2017  
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11. The following matters were identified in reviewing the Key Risk Control Objective: 

Compliance Risk: Failure to comply with approved policy and procedure leads to potential losses. 

11.1 During the Credits audit carried out in 2016/17 by the previous internal auditors, one recommendation classified as ‘low’ was made relating to the calculation 

of the ‘required dates’. This was followed up as part of this review and no anomalies were identified and the recommendation has been classed as 

implemented. 

11.2 SITS is used for recording course and student information. From this reports are generated and reconciliations can also be undertaken to confirm accuracy 

of reporting 

11.3 Classification between full time and part time is based primarily on the number of hours the course is timetabled for and the credits to be achieved. Full time 

courses are any course which is over fifteen credits. 

11.4 The SFC guidance is utilised for determining the correct superclass and dominant price group for each programme. 

11.5 A sample of 20 programmes was selected and for each programme it was confirmed that the correct categorisation, in terms of full time or part time, higher 

education or further education, superclass code and Dominant Programme Group (DPG) had been utilised in compliance with the SFC guidance. 

11.6 All programmes have course framework forms and the Head of Section/Tutor who completes the form notes the start and end dates of the programme. From 

the start and end dates the Registry Officers are able to identify if the programme spans two academic years.  

11.7 When a programme spans two years the Registry Officer, when setting the programme up in SITS, creates entries for both years of the course. Credits are 

then noted against the second year of the course, with none recorded for the first year. This ensures that the credits for spanning programmes are not double 

counted. 

11.8 A sample of 10 programmes which spanned two academic years was selected. From review it was confirmed that these programmes were only claimed for 

in the second year of the programme and there was no double counting. 

11.9 All students must enrol on their course at the beginning of the course. As part of the enrolment process students provide personal information such as name, 

address and date of birth. Course details are recorded such as course name, start and end dates and programme codes. Details in relation to ethnic origin, 

nationality, disabilities and previous qualifications are also noted. The form also details the category of student, source of finance and, where relevant, 

payment details are taken. The enrolment forms are passed to the Registry Officers who then input the data into SITS and file the enrolment forms. 

11.10 A sample of 20 students was selected. For each of the students the enrolment form was viewed and confirmed to be complete with all required signatures. 

It was also confirmed that the information on the form was correctly recorded in SITS. 

11.11 Class tutors are responsible for recording each student’s attendance. Attendance Register Guidance has been documented and provided to all relevant staff 

to ensure all are aware of the correct processes to be followed. 
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11.12 For all 20 students in the sample it was confirmed that a record of attendance was maintained. 

11.13 North Highland, West Highland and Argyll Colleges do not have any infill students. No testing was, therefore, carried out in relation to this area. 

11.14 Assessment of whether a student or programme is fundable or non-fundable is based on the SFC guidance on eligibility, the information provided by the 

student at enrolment and the course details noted on the course framework document. A sample of non-fundable programmes and another of non-fundable 

students was taken and in each case it was confirmed that no credits had been claimed for these programmes or students. 

11.15 Course start and end dates recorded on students’ enrolment forms and on the course framework documents are used for calculating the 'required date' for 

each course. For all full time courses the 1st November is used, per the SFC guidance. For all other programmes the Registry Officers will used the start and 

end dates and the duration of the course to calculate 25% in order to work out the ‘required date’. The only courses which differ from this are the flexible 

learning courses which can be undertaken at the students’ own pace. For these courses the ‘required date’ is set as the course start date with ongoing 

monitoring to confirm that the student is progressing and has not withdrawn from the course. 

11.16 Using the sample of 20 programmes the auditor recalculated the ‘required date’ and in each case confirmed the ‘required date’ had been calculated correctly. 

11.17 For all students who withdraw from their course, either at their request or through continued non-attendance, a withdrawal form is completed. The withdrawal 

form records the students’ date of last attendance and the reason for withdrawal. 

11.18 A sample of fifteen students who withdrew from their course during 2016/17 was selected. For each of these students the auditor viewed the withdrawal 

form, their attendance record and, where relevant, their Students Module Results status in SITS to confirm the withdrawal date recorded in SITS agreed with 

the date recorded on the withdrawal form and that no attendance had been recorded for the student after the withdrawal date. In each case this was 

confirmed. 

11.19 For the same sample of withdrawals it was identified that credits were claimed for 10 of the students. In each case it was confirmed that attendance for each 

student had been recorded after the ‘required date’. 

11.20 For ECDL (European Computer Driving Licence) students, in order to ensure that the correct number of credits is claimed, in line with SFC guidance, each 

course is set up on SITS with the appropriate number of credits. ‘Required dates’ are calculated and each student’s attendance and progress is monitored 

to ensure credits are only claimed for those students who have attended the course beyond the required date and the correct amount of credits is claimed. 

11.21 A sample of 10 students undertaking ECDL was selected. From review it was confirmed that the correct credits have been calculated in each instance. 
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11.22 A further sample of 8 students who were undertaking open/distance learning courses was selected. From review it was found that in 7 instances there was 

evidence of student enrolment and ongoing attendance and contact with the tutor. However, in one instance there was evidence of enrolment but there was 

no evidence of ongoing attendance or contact with the student to confirm that the student attended beyond their required date. The student in question had 

attended West Highland College and one credit was claimed in respect of this student. 

Recommendation: 1 Priority: 3 

Tutors be reminded of the need to maintain records of contact with students who are undertaking distance learning courses to provide evidence 

of ongoing participation in the course and ensure credits for open/distance learning courses are only claimed where students attend beyond 

their required date. 

11.23 Neither Argyll College, North Highland College nor West Highland College have any collaborative provision courses, no testing in this area was, therefore, 

required. 

11.24 Testing confirmed that for a sample of Price Group 5 (formerly DPG18) students, all had Personal Learning Support Plans (PLSPs) in place which had been 

signed by the student and ELS (Extended Learning Support) credits have not been claimed for students enrolled on Price Group 5 courses. 

11.25 The auditor was advised by the Registry Officer that upon uploading FES information an automatic reconciliation is undertaken by the system to identify any 

errors. Any errors noted will be reviewed and remedial action taken where necessary. 

11.26 The Registry Officer also advised that regular reconciliations between the FES information and the information recorded in SITS is undertaken. At the time 

of the audit the Registry Officer generated a report in each system to demonstrate that the information in both agrees. 

11.27 Review of the FES online summary report found no unreasonable soft errors and no fundamental issues were identified. 

11.28 The average credits claimed per student for 2016/17 was compared with that of 2015/16 and 2014/15. No significant variances were identified (see Appendix 

A). 

11.29 The Credits per Dominant Programme Group (DPG) for 2016/17 were compared with those claimed for 2015/16 with no major variance identified (see 

Appendix B). 
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Appendix A 

Average Credits Claimed Per Student 

 

 
2016/17 2015/16 2014/15 

Credits Claimed (excluding ELS) 26,486 25,459 24,988 

Number of Students  5,532 5,464 4,689 

Average Credits per Student 4.8 4.7 5.3 
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Appendix B 

Credits per Dominant Programme Group 

    2016/17 2015/16 
 

DPG Title Credits % of Total Credits % of Total Variance 

1 Agriculture and Horticulture 3375 12.74% 3710 15% -2.26% 

2 Business and Management 623 2.35% 548 2% 0.35% 

3 Food Technology and Catering 2266 8.56% 2062 8% 0.56% 

4 Computing 1692 6.39% 996 4% 2.39% 

5 Construction 1768 6.68% 1938 8% -1.32% 

6 Art and Design 1216 4.59% 1023 3% 1.59% 

7 Engineering 3242 12.24% 2326 12% 0.24% 

8 Health 3195 12.06% 4413 17.36% -5.30% 

9 Minerals and Materials 234 0.88% 244 0.96% -0.08% 

10 Personal Development 781 2.95% 342 1.35% 1.60% 

11 Printing 0 0.00% 0 0% 0.00% 

12 Science and Maths 68 0.26% 81 0.32% -0.06% 

13 Office and Secretarial 288 1.09% 641 2.52% -1.43% 

14 Social Studies and Language Skills 1643 6.20% 2176 8.56% -2.36% 

15 Social Work 2768 10.45% 1639 6.45% 4.00% 

16 Sport and Recreation 759 2.87% 1051 4% -1.13% 

17 Transport Services and Vehicle Engineering 682 2.57% 605 2% 0.57% 

18 Special Programmes 1886 7.12% 1664 7% 0.12% 

  Total 26486 
 

25459 
 

-2.52% 
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Credits Audit Certificate for Academic Year 2016-17  

Auditor’s report to the members of the Board of Management of North Highland College  

We have audited the FES return which has been prepared by North Highland College under the ‘Credits’ Guidance issued 26th August 2016 and which has been confirmed 

as being free from material misstatement by the college’s Principal in his/her Certificate dated 29th September 2017.  

We conducted our audit in accordance with guidance contained in the 2016-17 audit guidance for colleges. The audit included an examination of the procedures and controls 

relevant to the collection and recording of student data. We evaluated the adequacy of these controls in ensuring the accuracy of the data. It also included examination, on 

a test basis, of evidence relevant to the figures recorded in the student data returns. We obtained sufficient evidence to give us reasonable assurance that the returns are 

free from material misstatement.  

In our opinion:  

• The student data returns have been compiled in accordance with all relevant guidance.  

• Adequate procedures are in place to ensure the accurate collection and recording of the data.  

• On the basis of our testing we can provide reasonable assurance that the FES return contains no material misstatement.  

 

Signature:  

 

Date: 29th September 2017 

Name of audit firm: TIAA Ltd 

Contact name: Gill Callaghan 

Contact telephone number: 0845 300 3333 

Date FES returned:  29th September 2017 



 
Internal Audit 
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Executive Summary 

 

OVERALL ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT OVERALL CONCLUSION 

 

 Student support funding is administered by the Student Funding Team. 

 Operational procedures have been documented to support staff in 

administering the student support funds. 

 Records of student attendance are maintained and where attendance is not 

100% payments will be stopped if sufficient certification is not provided or limits 

on absence are breached. 

 There was no evidence to confirm that the residency status of applicants had 

been checked in all instances. 

 Sample testing confirmed compliance with the relevant guidance notes and 

conditions of grant for 2016/17. 

RATIONALE AND SCOPE ACTION POINTS 

Rationale 

North Highland College receives Student Support Grant Funding on behalf of North 

Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College. The grant funding 

relates to bursary funds, childcare funds and discretionary funds and is required to be 

administered in accordance with Scottish Funding Council (SFC) guidance. 

 

Scope 

This review assessed the controls the College has in place to ensure compliance with 

Student Support Funding guidelines. The review included support funding for North 

Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College. 

Urgent Important Routine Operational 

0 0 1 0 
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      PRIORITY GRADINGS      

1 URGENT 
Fundamental control issue on which 
action should be taken immediately. 

 2 IMPORTANT 
Control issue on which action should 
be taken at the earliest opportunity. 

 3 ROUTINE 
Control issue on which action should be 
taken. 
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Management Action Plan - Priority 1, 2 and 3 Recommendations 

 

Rec. Risk Area Finding Recommendation Priority Management 

Comments 

Implementation 

Timetable 

(dd/mm/yy) 

Responsible 

Officer 

(Job Title) 

1 Compliance Before receiving student support 

funding eligibility must be determined. 

This includes review of the students’ 

age, residency status, course eligibility 

and household income. In terms of 

meeting the residency eligibility 

requirements, some are evidenced 

through provision of their passport and 

for the others a sample of students are 

asked to provide evidence of their 

residency. However it was noted that 

there was no evidence to confirm that 

the residency status had been checked 

in all instances. 

The process for checking students 

residency status be documented 

and evidence of completion of the 

check to be retained. 

3 Recommendation accepted.  A 

procedure for processing a student 

support funding application will be 

documented, including checking 

residency status.   The date the 

completion of the residency check 

was carried out will be added to the 

appropriate notes field within the 

online funding system as evidence 

the check has been carried out.    

01/03/18 Student 

Support 

Manager 
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Operational Effectiveness Matters 

 

Ref Risk Area Item Management 

Comments 

No Operational Effectiveness Matters were identified. 
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Detailed Findings 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This review was carried out in September 2017 as part of the planned internal audit work for 2017/18. Based on the work carried out an overall assessment of the 

overall adequacy of the arrangements to mitigate the key control risk areas is provided in the Executive Summary. 

MATERIALITY 

2. Bursary funding of £1,338,978, Hardship funding of £101,520 and Childcare funding of £68,706 was distributed to students of Argyll, West Highland and North 

Highland Colleges during 2016/17. 

KEY FINDINGS & ACTION POINTS 

3. The key control and operational practice findings that need to be addressed in order to strengthen the control environment are set out in the Management and 

Operational Effectiveness Action Plans. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed for their full impact before they are implemented.  

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE REVIEW 

Rational  

4. North Highland College receives Student Support Grant Funding on behalf of North Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College. The grant funding 

relates to bursary funds, childcare funds and discretionary funds and is required to be administered in accordance with Scottish Funding Council (SFC) guidance. 

Scope 

5. This review assessed the controls the College has in place to ensure compliance with Student Support Funding guidelines. The review included support funding for 

North Highland College, Argyll College and West Highland College. 

6. The total budget allocated to this assignment was three days and the audit was undertaken by Louise Carmichael CPFA, Senior Audit Manager and reviewed by Gill 

Callaghan CMIIA, Director of Audit. 

7. The definition of the type of review, the limitations and the responsibilities of management in regard to this review are set out in the Annual Plan. 

DISCLAIMER 

8. The matters raised in this report are only those that came to the attention of the auditor during the course of the internal audit review and are not necessarily a 

comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all the improvements that might be made. This report has been prepared solely for management's use 

and must not be recited or referred to in whole or in part to third parties without our prior written consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report 

has not been prepared, and is not intended, for any other purpose. TIAA neither owes nor accepts any duty of care to any other party who may receive this report 

and specifically disclaims any liability for loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature, which is caused by their reliance on our report. 
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RISK AREA ASSURANCE ASSESSMENTS 

9. The definitions of the assurance assessments are: 

Substantial Assurance From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with. 

Reasonable Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with, although the evidence to support the processing of the 

transactions could be more robust. 

Limited Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is not being continuously complied with. Significant improvements in the 

processing of transactions are required. 

No Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions there is a fundamental breakdown or absence of compliance with the approved policy and procedure. 

Immediate action is required to improve the adequacy and effectiveness of controls. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

10. We would like to thank staff for their co-operation and assistance during the course of our work. 

RELEASE OF REPORT 

11. The table below sets out the history of this report. 

Date draft report issued: 28th September 2017  

Date management responses received: 21st November 2017  

Date final report issued: 22nd November 2017  

Date revised final report issued: 23rd November 2017  
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12. The following matters were identified in reviewing the Key Risk Control Objective: 

Compliance Risk: Failure to comply with approved policy and procedure leads to potential losses. 

12.1 During the Student Support Funding audit carried out in 2016/17, by the previous internal auditors, no recommendations were made and there was no follow-

up required as part of this review. 

12.2 From discussions with student support staff and review of samples of students in receipt of a bursary, childcare funding and/or discretionary funding it was 

confirmed that all evidence received in support of a funding application is retained. Students can directly upload their evidence onto their Student Hub 

account. Alternatively, the evidence can be brought into the Student Support Funding Team and be scanned and uploaded to the Student Hub. 

12.3 Before receiving student support funding the students’ eligibility must be determined. This includes review of the students’ age, residency status, course 

eligibility and household income. In order to determine age eligibility students are asked to provide proof such as a birth certificate, passport, driving licence 

or young scot card. For proof of household income the students’, parents’ or partners’ P45, P60 or tax credits summary are obtained. The College will also 

be aware of which courses are deemed non-fundable. In terms of the residency requirements for eligibility, some are evidenced through provision of their 

passport and for the others a sample of students are asked to provide evidence to confirm they meet the residency requirements. However it was noted that 

there was no evidence to confirm that the residency status had been checked in all instances. 

Recommendation: 1 Priority: 3 

The process for checking students residency status be documented and evidence of completion of the check to be retained. 

12.4 From review of the sample of 28 student support funding cases, including 13 bursaries, six childcare recipients and nine students in receipt of discretionary 

funding, it was confirmed that all had been assessed in terms of eligibility for age, household income and course eligibility. 

12.5 It was also confirmed that for the sample examined the 2016/17 rates for funding had been utilised in all instances. 

12.6 From discussions with staff and review of evidence it was confirmed that the College monitors and records student attendance to ensure ongoing support 

funding payments are only paid to students who continue to attend their course. From review of a sample of 28 applications for bursary, childcare and/or 

discretionary funding it was confirmed that in all instances records of attendance were maintained and where attendance did not meet the required criteria 

appropriate certification was obtained and, where appropriate payments were stopped. 
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12.7 Review of the above sample and discussions with staff revealed that the Colleges give priority to the students in genuine need of the support in order to 

continue attending the Colleges and studying their courses. 

12.8 The auditor reviewed the process in place for payment of student support funding. In all instances examined it was confirmed that there was appropriate 

segregation of duties, supporting evidence to substantiate the payments was obtained and all payments were authorised by an appropriate officer. 

 

--------------- 
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Appendix A 

Student Support Funds 2016-17: Audit Certificate 

College Name: North Highland College                                                 

                     

College Number: 5160057                  

                     

        1st August 2016 - 31st July 2017        

                     

Bursary Funds Expenditure  Students under 18  Parentally Supported  Self-Supporting   EMA  
    Headcount 

Expenditure 
(£) 

 Headcount 
Expenditure 

(£) 
 Headcount 

Expenditure 
(£) 

  Headcount 
Expenditure 

(£) 
 

Maintenance Costs                   

At Parental Home   0 0   134 289709   0 0   19 47061  

Away from Parental Home  9 11479   34 100388   194 529545   11 18050  

                 
   

 

Approved Accommodation or Lodgings 0 0   0 0   0 0   0 0  

Personal Allowance   0 0   0 0   0 0   0 0  

                 
   

 

Dependents Allowance  0 0   0 0   0 0   0 0  

Study Expenses   185 29122   162 41634   222 35145   186 31324  

Travel Expenses   166 94427   135 78592   150 66936   169 94209  

Special Educational Needs  62 24139   40 13852   51 24701   62 23728  

Total Bursary   203 159169   183 524180   237 656300   203 214379  

                  
  

 

Total Bursary Fund Spend  623 1339649            
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Discretionary Fund & Childcare Fund Expenditure                

    
Headcount 

Expenditure 
(£)              

Total FE Discretionary Fund  58 101687               

                     

Total FE Childcare Fund  31 68705               

Total HE Childcare Fund  17 26925               

                     

    Part-time   Full-time           

    
Headcount 

Expenditure 
(£) 

 Headcount 
Expenditure 

(£)          

FE childcare, lone parent  0 0   18 51080           

FE childcare, other   1 744   12 16881           

                     

HE childcare, lone parent  0 0   11 17291           

HE childcare, other   0 0   6 9634           

                     

                     

We have examined the books and records of the above college and have obtained such explanations and carried out such tests as we consider necessary.  

On the basis of our examination and the explanations given to us, we report that the information set out in these forms is in agreement with the underlying records. 

We also report that in our opinion, the college used these funds in accordance with the Scottish Funding Council conditions.   

We are satisfied that the systems and controls of the administration and disbursement of these funds are adequate.   

                     
Principal’s Signature: 
              

Auditor’s Name: G CALLAGHAN              
 
Auditor’s Signature:   

             
Date of Signature: 29th September 2017              
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Executive Summary 

 

OVERALL ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT OVERALL CONCLUSION 

 

 EMAs are administered by the Student Funding Team. 

 Operational procedures have been documented to support staff in administering 

the EMA funds. 

 Records of student attendance are maintained and where attendance is not 100%, 

payments will be stopped if sufficient certification is not provided or limits on 

absence are breached. 

 Evidence of checks in relation to residency were not available for all students, 

increasing the risk that students may be provided with EMA funding who do not 

meet the residency criteria. 

 Sample testing confirmed compliance with the EMA conditions of grant for 

2016/17. 

RATIONALE AND SCOPE ACTION POINTS 

Rational  

Education Maintenance Allowances (EMAs) provide financial support to 16 to 19 year-

olds from low-income households with the overall aim of increasing participation and 

retention in post-compulsory education. North Highland College administers the 

programme for students attending North Highland College, West Highland College 

and Argyll College. As part of the administration the College must maintain 

appropriate records and submit monthly and annual aggregate returns. 

Scope 

This review assessed the controls the College has in place for administering the EMA 

programme and ensuring all submissions are made accurately and within required 

timescales. 

Urgent Important Routine Operational 

0 0 1 0 
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      PRIORITY GRADINGS      

1 URGENT 
Fundamental control issue on which 
action should be taken immediately. 

 2 IMPORTANT 
Control issue on which action should 
be taken at the earliest opportunity. 

 3 ROUTINE 
Control issue on which action should be 
taken. 
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Management Action Plan - Priority 1, 2 and 3 Recommendations 

 

Rec. Risk Area Finding Recommendation Priority Management 

Comments 

Implementation 

Timetable 

(dd/mm/yy) 

Responsible 

Officer 

(Job Title) 

1 Compliance Evidence of checks in relation to 

residency were not available for all 

students, increasing the risk that EMA 

funding may be provided to individuals 

who do not meet the residency criteria. 

The process for checking students’ 

residency status be documented 

with evidence of completion of the 

check to be retained. 

3 Recommendation accepted. A 

procedure for processing a student 

EMA application will be 

documented, including checking 

residency status.   The date the 

completion of the residency check 

was carried out will be added to the 

appropriate notes field within the 

online funding system as evidence 

the check has been carried out. 

01/03/2018 Student 

Support 

Manager 
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Operational Effectiveness Matters 
 

Ref Risk Area Item Management 

Comments 

No Operational Effectiveness Matters were identified. 
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Detailed Findings 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This review was carried out in September 2017 as part of the planned internal audit work for 2017/18. Based on the work carried out an overall assessment of the 

overall adequacy of the arrangements to mitigate the key control risk areas is provided in the Executive Summary. 

MATERIALITY 

2. Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) Funding of £103,530 was provided to students of Argyll College, West Highland College and North Highland College during 

2016/17. 

KEY FINDINGS & ACTION POINTS 

3. The key control and operational practice findings that need to be addressed in order to strengthen the control environment are set out in the Management and 

Operational Effectiveness Action Plans. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed for their full impact before they are implemented. 

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE REVIEW 

Rational 

4. EMAs provide financial support to 16-19 year-olds from low-income households with the overall aim of increasing participation and retention in post-compulsory 

education. North Highland College administers the programme for students attending North Highland College, West Highland College and Argyll College. As part of 

the administration, the College must maintain appropriate records and submit monthly and annual aggregate returns. 

Scope 

5. This review assessed the controls the College has in place for administering the EMA programme and ensuring all submissions are made accurately and within 

required timescales. 

6. The definition of the type of review, the limitations and the responsibilities of management in regard to this review are set out in the Annual Plan. 
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DISCLAIMER 

7. The matters raised in this report are only those that came to the attention of the auditor during the course of the internal audit review and are not necessarily a 

comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all the improvements that might be made. This report has been prepared solely for management's use 

and must not be recited or referred to in whole or in part to third parties without our prior written consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report 

has not been prepared, and is not intended, for any other purpose. TIAA neither owes nor accepts any duty of care to any other party who may receive this report 

and specifically disclaims any liability for loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature, which is caused by their reliance on our report. 

RISK AREA ASSURANCE ASSESSMENTS 

8. The definitions of the assurance assessments are: 

Substantial Assurance From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with. 

Reasonable Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is complied with, although the evidence to support the processing of the 

transactions could be more robust. 

Limited Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions the approved policy and procedure is not being continuously complied with. Significant improvements in the 

processing of transactions are required. 

No Assurance 
From a review of a sample of transactions there is a fundamental breakdown or absence of compliance with the approved policy and procedure. 

Immediate action is required to improve the adequacy and effectiveness of controls. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

9. We would like to thank staff for their co-operation and assistance during the course of our work. 

RELEASE OF REPORT 

10. The table below sets out the history of this report. 

Date draft report issued: 26th September 2017  

Date management responses received: 21st November 2017  

Date final report issued: 22nd November 2017  
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11. The following matters were identified in reviewing the Key Risk Control Objective: 

Compliance Risk: Failure to comply with approved policy and procedure leads to potential losses. 

11.1 A copy of the Scottish Government EMA Guidance and Processes document is held in hard copy by the Support Funding staff along with the SFC (Scottish 

Funding Council) Guidance document for Academic Year 2016/17. The College has also produced a Bursary and EMA Policy and Procedure document to 

supplement the official guidance. This document sets out the purpose and scope, staff responsibilities and guidance for the administration of bursaries and 

EMA. From review the auditor was able to confirm that the guidance relating to EMAs was compliant with the guidance issued by the Scottish Government 

and the SFC. 

11.2 In order to assess eligibility the Student Funding Officers request documentary evidence such as: 

 the student’s passport, driving licence, birth certificate or young scot card as evidence of their identification and age; and  

 the parents, partners or student’s P45, P60 or tax credits summary as evidence of their household income.  

11.3 For some students, evidence of residency will be requested such as evidence of proof of address or proof of employment for the previous three years. 

However, from discussions it was noted that not all students will be required to provide proof of residency. Where a student has input on the application that 

they have resided in Scotland for over three years, only a sample of students will be asked to provide proof of residency. From a sample of six students in 

receipt of EMA it was confirmed that no proof of residency was obtained for these students.  

Recommendation: 1 Priority: 3 

The process for checking student’s residency status be documented with evidence of completion of the check to be retained. 

11.4 It was confirmed that attendance records are maintained for all students. Should a student be absent, in order to receive their EMA payment they must 

provide appropriate self-certification or medical certificates for their absence. As part of the payment process the Student Funding Officer obtains copies of 

students’ attendance records as confirmation of their attendance and where required their certificates. Where attendance has not been 100% and appropriate 

certificates are not received, EMA payment will not be made. 
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11.5 A sample of 10 students who applied for EMA during 2016/17 was selected. From review it was confirmed four of these students did not receive EMA as 

they were either not eligible or they did not provide appropriate evidence to substantiate their application and eligibility for funding. For the other six students 

the auditor was able to confirm that evidence of age and household income was obtained, all students had a learning agreement in place, signed by the 

student, and evidence of attendance was held, with payments stopped where students did not achieve 100% attendance and provide appropriate medical 

certification to substantiate this. 

11.6 The auditor reviewed the monthly submissions to the SFC and confirmed that these were complete, accurate with appropriate supporting documentation 

and all had been authorised and submitted within the required timescales. 

11.7 The auditor was provided with evidence of the ongoing internal spot-checks carried out during the academic year. From review the auditor confirmed the 

internal checks were undertaken in compliance with SFC guidance. 

 

--------------- 
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Appendix A 

Audit Certificate 

Name of college:   North Highland College  

 

Auditors’ Report to the Scottish Funding Council (SFC) for the period from 1 August 2016 to 31 July 2017 

 

We have examined the books and records of the above college, including evidence of checks of 5% of applications and payments, with a sample size appropriate to the size 

of the institution, and have obtained such explanations and carried out such tests as we considered necessary.  

 

On the basis of our examination and of the explanations given to us, we report that the information set out in these forms is in agreement with the underlying records.  

 

We also report that, in our opinion, the college used these funds in accordance with the SFC’s conditions and the principles of the Education Maintenance Allowance 

programme.  

 

We are satisfied that the systems and controls of the administration and disbursement of these funds are adequate.  

 

 

Signed:   

 

Job Title:  Director of Audit  

 

Date:  25th September 2017 
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Board of Management 

Title: 
 

FOI Summary Report  July – October 2017 

Meeting and date: 
 

Audit and Risk Management Committee 29/11/17 

Author: 
 

Adam Pool 

Link to Strategic Plan: 
 

No      
 

Resource implications: No      
 

Risk assessment: No      
If yes, please specify: 
Financial: 
Operational: 
Organisational: 

Equality and Diversity 
Issues: 

None Identified 

Status – Confidential / Non 
Confidential 

Non-confidential 

Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included 
in “open” business 

Yes  

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 
 

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice a programme of research 
(S27) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the effective conduct of public 
affairs (S30) 

☐ 

Its disclosure would substantially 
prejudice the commercial interests of 
any person or organisation (S33) 

☐ 
Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐ 

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 
of the Data Protection Act (S38) ☐ 

Other (Please give further details) 
 
 

☐ 

For how long must the paper be withheld? 
(Express as either the time which needs to pass 
or a condition which needs to be met.) 

 

 

Recommendation(s) 

1. The Committee note the Freedom of Information Summary July - October 2017. 

2. The Committee members advise whether or not they are content with the information 

summary provided or require additional information in future reports. 
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Purpose of report 

To provide a summary of the Freedom of Information requests received between July –October 2017. 

This is the first report of this nature following the recent Internal Audit, where it was recommended 

that NHC reports a summary of the Freedom of Information requests to the Audit and Risk 

Management Committee. This report will be provided at each meeting.  

 

Current Situation 

 

Freedom of Information Request Summary Report 

July - October 2017 

 

Number of Requests Requests Responded 
to on Time 

Requests not 
Responded to on Time 

5 5 0 
 

Nature of Requests 

 Request about Cost and Availability of Sanitary Provisions. 

 Request regarding Violence against College Staff. 

 Request about consultation taken place in Response to Audit Scotland’s report 

recommendations (This was cancelled by the requester). 

 Request regarding Student Tuition refunds.  

 Request about the Principals salary and Salary increases.  
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University of the Highlands and Islands 

Committee 
JOINT MEETING OF CHAIRS OF UHI AND ACADEMIC 
PARTNER AUDIT COMMITTEES 

Subject Audit Committee Best Practice – Audit Committee Annual 

reports 

Action requested 

 

   For discussion 

To assist in identifying audit committee annual report best practice 

and to consider adopting a model report format such as the one 

included at paragraph 1.11. 

To note the specific guidance for assigned incorporated colleges 

from the Scottish Government Audit Committee Handbook when 

preparing audit committee annual reports. 

Brief summary of the paper 

 

At its meeting in November 2016, Chairs confirmed a preference to 
receive and share guidance/resources via email. The following 
paper seeks to assist audit committees in applying best practice in 
the preparation of annual reports to their boards.  

Resource implications 

(If yes, please provide detail) 

None. 

Risk implications 

(If yes, please provide detail) 

A failure to provide an appropriate audit committee annual report. 

• reduces the audit assurances available to the board; 

• reduces the Audit Committee’s ability to demonstrate that it 
has fulfilled its remit; and 

• hinders compliance with UHI and SFC requirements.  

Date paper prepared 2 June 2017 

Date of committee meeting In the absence of an earlier meeting the 15 November 2017 

Author Jason Thurlbeck, Head of Internal Audit 

Link with strategy 

Please highlight how the paper 

links to, or assists with: 

 compliance 

 partnership services 

 risk management 

 strategic plan/enabler 

Contributes to compliance and partnership services to assist audit 
committees in applying best practice in the preparation of annual 
reports to their boards. 

Equality and diversity There are no equality and diversity implications. 

Status (eg confidential) Open 

Freedom of Information 

Can this paper be included in 

“open” business?  

Yes 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/235062/0064493.pdf
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Audit Committee Annual Reports - Best Practice  

1.1. Background 

1.2. It is recognised best practice that as part of the annual cycle ahead of the production of the 
institutions annual report and financial statements that the audit committee should produce an 
annual report for the governing body and the head of institution.  

1.3. Academic Partner Annual Audit Committee Reports  

1.4. As part of the partnership assurance process, the Head of Internal Audit provided to the UHI 
Audit Committee (March 2017) a summary of the assurances available from Academic Partner 
Annual Audit Committee reports. The UHI Audit Committee recognised an opportunity through 
the Joint Meeting of the Chairs of UHI and Academic Partner Audit Committees to identify audit 
committee annual report best practice and to promote the adoption of a standard reporting 
template. This would assist Academic Partner Audit Committees in producing annual reports 
that cover all the key areas and in the provision of opinions to their respective College Boards. 

1.5. Requirements for Annual Audit Committee Reports 

1.6. The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) Financial Memorandum with the College Sector sets out 
among other things a requirement that the Audit Committee must produce an annual report to 
the governing body of the institution. UHI has put in place a Financial Memorandum between 
itself and each of the assigned colleges, which reciprocates this requirement.   

1.7. Sabhal Mòr Ostaig UHI receives further education funding directly from the SFC and therefore 
has to comply with the SFC Financial Memorandum with the College Sector and as a result is 
subject to the same requirement. 

1.8. Furthermore, for the Assigned Incorporated Colleges the Financial Memorandum makes it a 
term and condition of grant from UHI as Regional Strategic Body that Assigned Incorporated 
Colleges comply with the requirements of the Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM). The 
SPFM includes the Scottish Government Audit Committee Handbook. The Audit Committee 
Handbook helpfully sets out the following good practice for Audit Committee Annual Reports. 

ANNUAL REPORTS 

The Audit Committee should also provide an Annual Report, as part of the annual review 
cycle of annual accounts and the wider governance framework, timed to support 
preparation of the Statement on Internal Control. This internal report needs to be open 
and honest in presenting the Audit Committee’s views if it is to be of real benefit to the 
Board and Accountable Officer. 

The Annual Report should summarise the Audit Committee’s work for the year past, and 
present the Audit Committee’s opinion about: 

• the comprehensiveness of assurances in meeting the Board and Accountable 
Officer’s needs; 

• the reliability and integrity of these assurances; 

• whether the assurance available is sufficient to support the Board and 
Accountable Officer in their decision taking and their accountability obligations; 

• the implication of these assurances for the overall management of risk; 

• any issues the Audit Committee considers pertinent to the Statement on Internal 
Control and any long term issues the Committee thinks the Board and/or 
Accountable Officer should give attention to; 

• financial reporting for the year; 

• the quality of both Internal and External Audit and their approach to their 
responsibilities; and 

• the Audit Committee’s view of its own effectiveness, including advice on ways in 
which it considers it needs to be strengthened or developed. 

 

  

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.aspx?lID=13809&sID=493
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.aspx?lID=13809&sID=493
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/Intro
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/235062/0064493.pdf
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1.9. Best Practice for Annual Audit Committee Reports 

1.10. The Committee of University Chairmen Handbook for Members of Audit Committees in Higher 
Education Institutions provides some very useful good practice for audit committees in general. 
It identifies the following principle for communication and reporting as well as a model format 
for Annual Audit Committee Reports shown at paragraph 1.11. 

The audit committee should produce an annual report for the governing body and the head 
of institution. This report should include the committee’s opinion of the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the institution’s arrangements for risk management, control and governance, 
and for economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money).The report should describe 
how the audit committee has discharged its duties, and should include any significant issues 
arising during the financial year and the period up to the date of the report. 

 

1.11. Audit committee annual report: model format 

1.12. The audit committee annual report should be supported by the internal audit annual report, 
which would therefore normally accompany it. The annual report should be prepared as early 
as possible after the end of each financial year, with the aim of it being available before the 
annual financial statements are signed. The report should be signed and dated by the chair of 
the committee. This model indicates what could be included in the annual report. 

 

Title  

 

Full name of institution, audit committee annual report, financial 
year.Addressed to governing body and head of institution. 

Introduction Period covered; this should relate specifically to the audit committee’s 
work on the relevant financial year. However, any additional issues 
should be covered where appropriate, particularly if they affect the 
opinion (for example, where the previous year’s annual report could not 
include something because of timing, or issues have arisen since the year 
end). 

Membership Names; details of changes and dates thereof; terms of office; identity of 
chair; also separately give details of the clerk to the committee. 

Meetings Dates of meetings, note of members attending, and a general statement 
about who else is normally is in attendance). 

Terms of 
Reference 

If applicable, details of changes and their effect on the work of the 
committee. 

Internal Audit  1. Name of provider; details of any changes made or due; fee basis; 
audit committee’s assessment of performance for the year 
(including the use of performance measures and obtaining the 
views of the external auditors). 

2. Review of appointment; when market testing is due for 
consideration. 

3. Review of internal audit annual report (which may be attached to the 
audit committee annual report); achievement of planned work; 
consideration of and comment on internal auditors’ overall opinion 
of risk management, control and governance arrangements, and 
VFM arrangements, as necessary. 

4. Review of audit risk assessment and strategy as appropriate. 
Number of audit days last year/next year (compare); inclusion of 
VFM studies. Details of any restrictions placed on the work of the 
internal auditors. 

5. Review of audit reports (may appropriately focus on only the more 
significant issues); audit committee’s view of management 
responses to audit findings and recommendations; resolution of 
issues arising. 

http://www.universitychairs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Handbook-for-members-of-Audit-Committees.pdf
http://www.universitychairs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Handbook-for-members-of-Audit-Committees.pdf
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6. Review of unplanned or special reports; audit committee’s view of 
management responses to the findings and recommendations; 
details of any significant recommendations outstanding. 

7. Review of VFM studies; summary of important findings and 
recommendations. 

8. Confirmation that the audit committee has held one or more closed 
meetings with the internal auditors during the course of the year. 

External audit 1. Name of provider; details of any changes made or due; fee basis; 
audit committee’s assessment of performance for the year (for 
example, audit planning, timetable set and met); confirmation to 
governing body of recommendation of annual re-appointment (or 
deferral to next meeting); when market testing is due for 
consideration. 

2. Details of any non-audit services provided. 

3. Review of the external auditors’ management letter (draft and final 
versions where appropriate); significant points arising; audit 
committee’s view of management responses to the findings and 
recommendations. 

4. Confirmation that the audit committee has held a closed meeting 
with the external auditors following completion of the audit. 

Other work 
done 

1. Where undertaken, review of specific parts of the annual accounts 
(preferably between finance committee and governing body), 
including members’ responsibility and statement of internal control, 
any relevant issue raised in management letter, and external 
auditors’ formal annual opinion. 

2. Review of assurances received from management and other 
significant assurance providers. 

3. Review of the institution’s risk management strategy. 

4. Other work, including funding council reports, letters and other 
requirements (such as HEFCE Assurance Service report, student 
number audit if undertaken, VFM studies; review or changes to 
codes of audit practice and CUC guidance); special reports or 
investigations not dealt with elsewhere (e.g. on major fraud or 
irregularity); significant changes to the institution’s risk 
management, internal control and governance systems; review of 
relevant reports from the 

5. NAO and its counterparts throughout the UK, other formal 
certificates or returns seen; review of financial regulations, including 
amendments, communication or recommendations made; issues 
arising on trusts, joint ventures, subsidiary or associated 
companies; other VFM work such as review of VFM strategy. 
Recommendations made not dealt with elsewhere. 

Other  Issues not relevant to the reporting year, such as forthcoming events and 
issues relating to prior years. 

Opinion Audit committee’s opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of 
institutional arrangements (up to date of its report) for the following: 

 risk management, control and governance (risk management 
element includes accuracy of statement of internal control 
included with annual statement of accounts) 

 economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money). These 
opinions should be based on the information presented to the 
committee. 
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New arrangements coming into effect on 1 August 2008 may require audit 
committees to consider whether quality control of their institutional returns 
is adequate. 

Circulation Copy to the Board and auditors once approved by the governing body. 
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